
Quartet® Whiteboards
 Connecting people and ideas to move your business forward. 



Easily kept clean. Build-up and  
ghosting occur over time.

Clean and condition boards regularly 
to remove build-up and ghosting.

Total Erase surface close up

Melamine surface close up

Ink will not penetrate DuraMax® 
Porcelain Surface.

DuraMax surface close up

Moderate Use

Total Erase® Whiteboards
Superior erasability at a value price.

• Resists staining and ghosting

• Subtle grid pattern guides writing

• Occasional use of cleaners is recommended

Ideal for low-traffic, public spaces and  
personal heavy use

Light Use

Melamine Whiteboards
Durable writing surface requires regular cleaning.

• Ideal for low-frequency, personal use or  
  low-traffic public areas

Heavy Use | Lifetime Surface Warranty

DuraMax® Porcelain Whiteboards
Effortlessly withstands the use and abuse  
of public areas.

• Will not stain or ghost. Even accidental  
 permanent marker stains can easily be removed.

• Surface will not scratch or dent

• Magnetic surface doubles as a bulletin board

• Requires minimal cleaning

Ideal for conference rooms, common areas,  
factory floors and heavy-use personal boards

BEST

BETTER

GOOD

Select the Whiteboard that Meets  
the Demands of Your Business



Strengthen collaboration and  
communicate with ease. 

Our extensive line of Quartet® Whiteboards has been created to  
connect ideas and enhance communication. Bringing people together 
and ideas to life, discover a whiteboard whose durability and  
functionality is sensitive to your needs. Select a large interactive board 
for international collaboration, a multi-functional, magnetic, DuraMax® 
Porcelain board to withstand high-traffic conference spaces or a  
personal Total Erase® board that will keep you organized and on task. 

Easy Setup 
Easy setup in just a 
few minutes time. 

User-friendly and great for 
instant presentation needs.

ISTA  
Shipment to arrive 
damage-free.  

Packaging has been  
tested and certified by  
the International Safe  
Transit Association. 

Magnetic  
Magnetic white-
board writing 

surface doubles as a bulletin 
board. Attach communication 
without damaging documents. 

Total Erase® Surface  
Premium surface with  
superior erasing 

performance. Occasional  
cleaning required. 

DuraMax® Porcelain   
Highest-quality, hard 
wearing DuraMax® 

Porcelain will not stain, ghost, 
scratch or dent. Requires 
minimal cleaning.  

Grid  
Subtle dotted grid 
pattern guides 

straight and precise writing. 
Remains invisible to audience.  

Product Features



Quartet® ideaShare2™ Interactive Whiteboards

The difference between communicating and connecting, Quartet® ideaShare2™ interactive white-
boards are all about freedom. The freedom to focus on generating great ideas instead of copying 
notes. The freedom to communicate in a way that makes the most of your time and budget. The 
freedom to expand meetings beyond the walls of your office. And the freedom to include anyone 
in your brainstorming sessions, whether they’re across town or on the other side of the globe.  
A smart way to communicate, Quartet® ideaShare2™ interactive whiteboards move your current 
working environment into the digital world. 

85284

85285

85286

Q8000S

ideaShare2™ whiteboard

ideaShare2™ whiteboard

ideaShare2™ whiteboard

graphite portable stand

8' x 4'

6' x 4'

4' x 4'

Q8000 portable kit

Communicate. 
Create engaging interactive presentations or brainstorm in real-time by  
turning your whiteboard into an interactive computer display. Meeting notes 
are captured accurately, reducing misinterpretations or missed points.

Save Time. 
Write or transfer meeting notes instantaneously. 
Save, print or e-mail information with the touch 
of a button.

Quartet® Portable ideaShare® 
Lightweight, portable receiver kit connects to any  
whiteboard, easel surface or flipchart pad to make it 
electronic. Includes receiver, mounting brackets,  
electronic pens, whiteboard markers, electronic eraser, 
stylus, software and USB cable. 

View demo at   
ideashare2.com

Q8000C carrying case

Quartet® Portable ideaShare® Carrying Case 

Accomplish More. Easy to install and use. Reduce 

travel expenses and connect up to 25 locations 

into your meeting from anywhere around the world 

through the power of the Internet. 

Stand sold
separately



Graphite finish

Quartet® Platinum Plus® Porcelain Whiteboards 

Premium Finish. Ultra-durable, ultra-smooth board with DuraMax® porcelain 
surface will not scratch, dent, stain or ghost.  

Aluminum finish

85260

85261

85262

85263

96" x 48"

72" x 48"

48" x 36"

36" x 24"

pass-thru mounting pass-thru mounting pass-thru mounting

Mahogany finish

85264

85265

85266

85267

85268

85269

85270

85271

96" x 48"

72" x 48"

48" x 36"

36" x 24"

96" x 48"

72" x 48"

48" x 36"

36" x 24"

Unique Features. Versatile, steel-
backed magnetic surface doubles as 
bulletin board. 

4.0" w, 2.0" d

Designed for sleek, superior communication in high-profile places. Delivers superior performance 
when collaboration is needed in high-profile, heavy-use office environments.



Aluminum
finish

2548

2547

2545

2544

2543

96" x 46.438"

72" x 46.438"

60" x 34.438"

48" x 34.438"

36" x 23.438"

z-bracket hardware

Quartet® Prestige Plus® DuraMax®  
Porcelain Whiteboards 

Premium Finish. Express yourself on the ultra-smooth porcelain surface that 
will not stain, ghost, scratch or dent.  

Prestige Plus®

graphite finish

P558G

P557G

P554G

P553G

95.125" x 48"

71.125" x 48"

47.125" x 36"

35.125" x 25"

easy mount hardware

Euro®  
titanium finish

P568T

P567T

P564T

P563T

96" x 46.438"

72" x 46.438"

48" x 34.438"

36" x 23.438"

pass-thru mounting

Mahogany
finish

2547M

2544M

72" x 46.438"

48" x 34.438"

surelox mounting

Unique Features. Post photos or 
other documents with Quartet® 
Quick Clips. 

Prestige Plus® 
aluminum finish

P558A

P557A

P554A

P553A

95.125" x 48"

71.125" x 48"

47.125" x 36"

35.125" x 25"

easy mount hardware

Prestige Plus®

mahogany finish

P558M

P557M

P554M

P553M

95.125" x 48"

71.125" x 48"

47.125" x 36"

35.125" x 25"

easy mount hardware

1.75" w, 1.06" d

The investment in exceptional working environments deserves hard-working, finely crafted  
communication tools. Designed for superior performance, Quartet® Prestige Plus® DuraMax® Porcelain 
Whiteboards connect ideas and increase collaboration. Made of the highest-quality DuraMax®  
Porcelain, the hard-wearing magnetic surface doubles as a bulletin board, is designed for high-use 
areas and will not stain, ghost, scratch or dent.

Versatile surface. Versatile, steel-
backed magnetic surface doubles as 
bulletin board. 



Same room as cover but without people 

and shot at difference angle

Here, premium functionality and design align. Ideal for board-

rooms and executive spaces, the bold contoured styling and 

variety of frame finishes allow you to customize any space with 

sophisticated style and high design.

Select the right board for the right location. Discover a Quartet® Prestige Plus® DuraMax®  
Porcelain Whiteboard that exceeds your expectations and fits with your work style.  
Versatile in size, style and surface durability. Choose a board that works the way you work.

A complementary office 

piece. Discover a solid 

DuraMax® Porcelain 

whiteboard that defies 

wear and tear and is 

perfect for the needs of 

common rooms.

Sleek design and high style give your space visual 

appeal. Easy to install. Select a whiteboard that 

works with your personal space. 



72981 47.5 in x 35 in

72982 37.5 in x 23 in

72983 23 in x 20.5 in

72984 12 in x 20.5 in

72988 34 in x 44 in (For 72981) Replacement Lens

72987 22 in x 34 in (For 72982) Replacement Lens

72986 11 in x 22 in (For 72983) Replacement Lens

72985 11 in x 17 in (For 72984) Replacement Lens

14206 Replacement Eraser

Includes a pre-printed project planner and monthly calendar template.

Comes with an additional accessory tray.

Includes a pre-printed project planner and monthly calendar template.

Includes a pre-printed weekly “To-Do” planner and Project Tracker template.

Available in 4 Sizes Replacement Parts

Redefining features, function and flexibility

The Quartet InViewTM solution lets you create a customized whiteboard that adapts to your specific 
communication or organizational needs while making the most of your time and budget. Choose 
from a variety of Planning Systems, Calendars, Workflow Charts and Personnel Boards, or create 
your own system using a variety of free on-line tools @ www.QuartetCustomWhiteboards.com

Complete. Includes eraser, dry-erase marker 
and 2 pre-printed templates to get you started 
right away. 47.5” x 35” and 37.5” x 23” products 
include accessory tray shown.

Smart Feature. 
Magnetized surface 

doubles as a  
bulletin board.

Hidden Storage. 
Eraser stores

inside frame on 
23” x 20.5” and 

 12” x 20.5”
products.

Always Current. Easily update your whiteboard to 
meet the changing needs of your business.

Understated Design. 
Hinged, aluminum 
frame makes it 
easy to insert 
custom printed  
systems. Graphite 
frame complements 
any décor.

Quality Surface. 
Clear, flexible, 
Total Erase® 
dry-erase surface 
resists staining 
and ghosting.

Secure. Easy, pass-thru  
mounting system secures board 
vertically or horizontally.

Total Erase Surface™

Premium surface with  
superior erasing performance. 
 Occasional cleaning required.

2”w x .75”d

.75”w x .75”d



Graphite finish

Quartet® Platinum Total Erase® Whiteboards 

Quality Surface. Keep ideas fresh on the impressive Total Erase® surface that 
resists staining, ghosting, scratching and denting.

Aluminum finish

85280

85281

85282

85283

96" x 48"

72" x 48"

48" x 36"

36" x 24"

pass-thru mounting pass-thru mounting pass-thru mounting

Mahogany finish

85272

85273

85274

85275

85276

85277

85278

85279

96" x 48"

72" x 48"

48" x 36"

36" x 24"

96" x 48"

72" x 48"

48" x 36"

36" x 24"

Unique Features. Versatile, 
steel-backed magnetic surface 
doubles as bulletin board. 

1.5" w, .75" d

Designed for powerful communication in any workspace. Delivers superior performance when  
collaboration is needed in frequent-use office environments and personal workspaces.

Clear Communication. Communicate with precision, 
guided by the light grid pattern viewable only from a 
close distance. 



Quality Surface. Keep ideas fresh on the impressive  
Total Erase® surface that resists staining, ghosting, 
scratching and denting.

Prestige® Boards 35" x 47"  
and larger: 1.75" w, 1.06" d

Unique Features. Post  
photos or other documents 
with Quartet® Quick Clips. 

1.25" w, 1.05" d

Quartet® Prestige® Total Erase® Whiteboards 

Communicate and inspire ideas. Quartet® Prestige® Whiteboards deliver superior performance, and  
with a smooth Total Erase® surface. Clear communication will be experienced for years to come. 
Perfect for personal work areas. Utilize your whiteboard as a place where messages are captured 
and kept in focus.

Prestige® 
maple finish

TE547MA

TE544MA

TE543MA

71.125" x 48"

47" x 35"

35" x 24"

easy mount hardware

Prestige® 
light cherry finish

TE547LC

TE544LC

TE543LC

71.125" x 48"

47" x 35"

35" x 24"

easy mount hardware

Prestige® 
graphite finish

TE547G

TE544G

TE543G

71.125" x 48"

47" x 35"

35" x 24"

easy mount hardware

Prestige® 
mahogany finish

TE548M

TE547M

TE544M

TE543M

95.125" x 48"

71.125" x 48"

47" x 35"

35" x 24"

easy mount hardware

Euro® 
titanium finish

TE568T

TE567T

TE564T

TE563T

TE561T

96" x 46.438"

72" x 46.438"

48" x 34.438"

36" x 23.438"

23.438" x 18"

pass-thru mounting

Prestige® 
aluminum finish

TE548A

TE547A

TE544A

TE543A

95.125" x 48"

71.125" x 48"

47" x 35"

35" x 24"

easy mount hardware

Clear Communication. Communicate with precision, 
guided by the light grid pattern viewable only from a 
close distance. 



From classic to contemporary, choose from a wide array of stylish 

frame finishes to suit your needs and preferences.

Available in a variety of sizes. Choose a board that fits 

your personal space and is easy to mount. 

Choose from a variety of Quartet® Prestige® Whiteboards and experience productivity at its best. 
Sleek, sophisticated styling and a vast selection of frame finishes allow you to customize your  
office area, inspire ideas and communicate effortlessly.

Perfect for executive offices and conference rooms, the smooth 

Total Erase® writing surface will look new for years, requiring 

only occasional cleaning and maintenance.



Quartet® iQ™ Whiteboards

When we set out to create the ideal whiteboard, we wanted a design that would blend in perfectly  
with even the most sophisticated environments, which meant integrating form and function in  
ways that required thinking outside of the frame. Smart in every sense of the word, the result is the  
exceptionally sleek and extraordinarily lightweight Quartet® iQ™ Whiteboard. 

Clear Communication. Renowned Total Erase®  
surface allows markers to virtually glide across  
surface and resists stains and ghosting.  

TM4929

TM3623

TM2316

TM1107

46.5" x 31"

35.5" x 22.5"

22.75" x 16"

11" x 6.75"

Versatile Installation.

Flexible "Pass-Thru" mounting system allows horizontal and vertical mounting, even on curved walls. 

Stylish Design. Focus on what counts – your ideas. Unique,  
high-tech translucent edge not only disappears in the  
background for a seamless fit in any décor, it also extends  
the writing surface from edge to edge. 

Self-gripping,  
built-in accessory 
tray slides off  
and on iQ's clear 
edge to easily  
accommodate  
both vertical  
and horizontal  
installation 

Screws are elegantly masked 
with four smooth steel-finish 
caps. 

Ultra-lightweight construction lets you 
hang even the largest-sized board on a 
cubicle wall with supplied thin, metal 
fabric pins. 

6.75" x 11" iQ board is 
mounted with hook-and-
loop fastener or double-
sided tape.



MCH10

Quartet® Matrix® Magnetic Whiteboards 

This thin-profile modular whiteboard with magnetic surface doubles as a bulletin board. Delivers 
quality performance when planning and organization are needed in any office environment. The 
sleek, thin-profile design modernizes any office. Group with Quartet Matrix® Modular bulletin 
boards to achieve a complete organization, collaboration and communication system.

M4831

M3423

M2323

M2316

M1616

48" x 31"

34" x 23"

23" x 23"

23" x 16"

16" x 16"

Quartet Matrix® 
whiteboards

Includes 1 Quartet dry-erase marker, 
magnets and attachable marker tray for 
convenient accessory storage.

.312" w, .625" d

Innovative mounting system. Secures vertical or horizontal hanging 
and makes side-by-side mounting alignment flawless. Easily hang on 
cubicle walls with Cubicle Partition Hangers (MCH10, sold separately). 

B4831

B3423

B2316

48" x 31"

34" x 23"

23" x 16"

Quartet Matrix® 
bulletin boards

Cubicle partition  
hangers

MCH10 Set of 2

z-bracket mounting

z-bracket mounting



Quartet® Melamine Whiteboards

 These whiteboards deliver effective performance when planning and organization are needed in  
low-use personal environments. Extend surface life with regular cleanings using Quartet® cleaning 
solutions. Available in aluminum or oak finish frames.

z-bracket mounting

Includes marker tray. can be attached 
in vertical or horizontal orientation

z-bracket mounting

.90" w, .53" d

Mounting system. Allows for vertical or horizontal installation.

Oak finish

S578

S577

S574

S573

95.75" x 47.89"

71.94" x 47.89"

48.13" x 35.99"

36.22" x 24.08"

Aluminum finish

S538

S537

S535

S534

S533

S531

95.75" x 47.89"

71.94" x 47.89"

60.03" x 35.99"

48.13" x 35.99"

36.22" x 24.08"

24.32" x 18.13"

Oak Finish
4' x 3' & Smaller: 0.90" w, 0.81" d
6' x 4' & Larger: 1.13" w, 0.81" d



surelox mounting

1.125" w, 1" d

Quartet® Contour® Whiteboards  

Quartet® Black Dry-Erase Marker Boards  

These durable, smooth-surfaced whiteboards deliver effective performance when planning and  
organization are needed in low-use personal environments. Extend surface life with regular  
cleanings using Quartet® cleaning solutions.

Glo-Write® fluorescent markers make messages stand out without electricity, against jet-black board 
surface. To change message, wipe board clean with a damp cloth.

S513 36" x 24"

7554

7553

7551

48" x 36"

36" x 24"

24" x 18"

Mounting system. Allows for vertical or horizontal installation.

Hangers. For horizontal or vertical use.

Unique Features. 
Durable, rounded-
corner frame made 
of textured plastic 
makes a bold  
impression 

Unique Features. 
Black melamine 
Mark 'N Wipe writing 
surface with black 
radius-edged frame 



Quartet® Premium Conference Room Cabinets  

Store everything you need behind closed doors. Contemporary conference rooms require furniture 
that is both stylish and functional. Available in a variety of rich wood finishes to complement any 
décor, multi-functional Quartet® Premium Conference Room Cabinets feature writing surfaces  
for collecting or displaying thoughts and ideas, fabric panels for posting information, a projection 
screen for videos and slides, and a pad retainer for taking notes. 

Superior Design. Elegant matched grain 
cabinet doors feature full-length hinges and 
secure magnetic closures. 

Elegant Styling. Well-designed, matched-grain  
veneer cabinet doors complement the  
sophistication of high-profile meeting areas.

Engaging Display. Project your ideas with 
clarity on the matte white, retractable  
projection screen. Flipchart 

pad hangers   

Bulletin board

Enhanced Communication. Benefit from the hard-wearing  
DuraMax®Porcelain that will not scratch or dent. The premium 
surface allows for superior erasing performance and doubles as a 
magnetic surface for attaching important documents.   

851 4' x 4' 853 4' x 4' LP-50854 33.7" x 21'4' x 4'

mahogany oak flipchart padblack



Adaptable Performance. Laminate-finish cabinets 
add sophistication to a range of interiors. Open and 
close doors smoothly with magnetic closures and 
full-length hinges.

Quartet® Conference Room Cabinets 

An impressive focal point for meetings and collaboration, Quartet® Conference Room Cabinets  
deliver the functionality of a magnetic whiteboard and bulletin board in one. Made of the most  
durable and dependable DuraMax® porcelain surface. Showcase your ideas with confidence and  
professionalism. Versatile cabinet doors feature flipchart pad holders to jot down quick notes and 
store for later reference.

Bulletin boardFlipchart pad  
hangers

Enhanced Communication. Benefit from the hard-wearing  
DuraMax® Porcelain that will not scratch or dent. The premium 
Total Erase® board allows for superior erasing performance and 
doubles as a magnetic surface for attaching important documents.   

mahogany oak

878 4' x 4' 838 4' x 4'

Durable Composition. Scratch and 
stain-resistant laminate withstands 
wear and continues to look new.

LP-50 33.7" x 21'

flipchart pad



Quartet Motion® Conference System

Take your thoughts with you wherever you go. Efficiently encased in a stylish conference cabinet  
with built-in mounting track, the Quartet Motion® Conference System offers a wealth of  
communication possibilities. Enjoy the versatility of double-sided mobile boards that increase your 
writing space and depend on the Total Erase® surface for superior performance.

MMS100 MMS200

Built-in marker ledgeBuilt-in eraser

Conference cabinet includes built-in  
mounting track for easy installation.

Privacy screen covers up to 4 boards 
and also acts as a writing surface.

Double-sided boards for increased 
communication needs.

MMS100 42.5" x 60" cabinet with two boards

Privacy screen doubles  
as a writing surface.

Double-sided boards  
enhance communication 
space.

Whiteboard track system  
allows boards to slide  
in preferred placement.

Expand to three side-by-side 
writing surfaces with purchase 
of additional whiteboard.



Take your whiteboard anywhere – offices, conference  
rooms, cubicle walls and doors. At a mere 4 lbs., the  
Total Erase® board surface resists stains and ghosting, 
and can easily be transported throughout the office. 

Smart Features.

Individual whiteboards include unique 
partition hangers that position boards on 
cubical walls, filing cabinets and on top 
of doors.

MMS200 30" mounting track with two 29.375" x 39.5" boards

Achieve More. Add enhanced communication and collaboration with the 
Quartet Motion® Board and Track System. Expand your display capabilities 
by situating two boards side-by-side or storing two more behind on built-in 
mounting track. 

Customized Communication. Increase communication possibilities with 
an additional 30" x 40" double-sided whiteboard. The lightweight, 4 lb. Total 
Erase® surface resists stains and ghosting, and easily hangs on cubicle walls, 
filing cabinets and doors. 

MMP150 additional board 29.375" x 39.5"

Quartet® Motion® Board and Track System

Quartet® Motion® Board

Easy Mount™

Patented "Easy Mount" system secures 
board to wall in multiple locations for  
superior strength.

Z-Bracket Mount
Universal "Z-Bracket" system anchors board 
to wall with flexibility in final positioning. 

Pass-Thru Mount
Simple "Pass-Thru" system secures board  
to wall through four corners.

SureLox® 
Unique "SureLox" system secures board  
in two corners and locks it into place.

Mounting Systems 

*Mounting system subject to change based on board size.



ACCO Brands (Returns Center)  
101 Bolton Ave 9E 
Booneville, MS 38829   USA 
Tel: 800-541-0094

www.acco.com

Quartet is a registered trademark of General Binding 
Corporation. ACCO name and design are registered trade-
marks of ACCO Brands. © 2012 ACCO Brands.  
All Rights Reserved.
SSB90-AB643 


